Road Safety Performance Review
Capacity Building Workshop for Uganda
Hotel Africana, 1st & 2nd March 2018

Parallel Session I: Driver Training and Testing
Modernising Driver Testing in Uganda
Discussion of Pros and Cons
Considerations

- Need
- Location of testing
- Fit for purpose
- Corruption
- Equipment requirements
- Facilities

- Capacity
- Training of Examiners
- Cost
- Funding sources
- Security
- Other
Theory Testing

• Computerised system that:
  – Generates random exam papers from a question bank without human intervention
  – Permits candidates to answer the questions using the computer
  – Marks the exam paper without human intervention
  – Generates pass certificate where appropriate (required for onward progression to practical test)
  – Other
Practical Testing

• Computerised system that:
  – Limits human intervention
  – Only permits candidates who have passed the theory test to undergo practical testing
  – Generates pass certificate as appropriate
  – Other
Consensus
Knowledge has the ability to empower and inspire. It should be open and accessible to all.

Transaid Knowledge Centre:
www.transaid.org/home/knowledge-centre
Thank you for participating

neilrettie@transaid.org